Pawula and Rice have studied filtered random binary processes; the distribution of their process for special values of the parameters is computable in closed form. The same study is done for the random linear difference equation arising from 1 triggered shot noise for parameters: , 1. A closed form for the probability density 2 of the stationary case is obtained. ᮊ
I. INTRODUCTION
same distribution. w x Pawula and Rice in a series of papers 12᎐15 presented a study of the random telegraph signal with filtering. The complete calculations were performed for a special case of the ratio ''a'' of the Poisson process rate and the exponential decay parameter. The density of probability was given explicitly. w x In 5 , the triggered shot noise process was studied using the random Ž . difference equation 1 .
The purpose of this paper is to provide a complete numerical study of Ž . the stationary distribution of the Y in 1 for the distribution of the 
where f is the probability density of y.
Y
It is easy to verify that this delayed differential equation of order 2 can be transformed by two differentiations into an ordinary fourth-order differential equation.
Only two values of ''a'' give rise to real simplifications. For a s 1, we obtain a third-order ordinary differential equation for the probability density, 2 2 y y 1 y f ٞ y q 2 y y 3 y y y 1 fЉ y
Ž .
which can be solved by a series method. The numerical results are presented in Table II .
Let us now consider the other simple case a s 1r2. 
½ 5
Integrating we get 2 2 y fЈ y y 1 y y fЈ 1 y y s K. 9
Evaluating at y s 1r2, shows that K s 0. Ž . Differentiating 9 we obtain
Ž . multiplying by 1 y y and using 8a and 8b , we have Ž . where ␣ s 1 q i r2.
Our next task is to find C and C such that 1 2 u y s C s y q C s y Ž . Ž . Ž . corresponds to the f in Theorem 1. We now prove the following. Proof. The density of probability is
Ž . Ž .
where C and C are unknown constants. Since for ␣ q ␤ s ␥ , The moments are
Interchanging the order of integration, we get Ž w x . and cf. 6, Section 7.5, p. 848 
3 2 w x and in the contiguous cases studied by Lavoie 9, 2, 10
Ž . and so on for higher s. w x Using the Watson result 9 we get for s s 1
After straightforward calculations using d s ,
Ž w x. Now, for the contiguous cases cf. 9 for s s 0, we get Ž . The same result could have been obtained using s s 2, a very useful Ž . tool for computing the F 1 for s ) 2 is the algorithm given by Wimp in Even better is the method with acceleration of convergence presented in w b x Ž . 7 which can be extended to complex parameters . for 0.85 -y -1. The integral representation for the hypergeometric function was used. We get for the real part: Ž . Ž . exact density of probability of X 1 y X , 2 1
where L L and L L are respectively the dilogarithm and the trilogarithm 2 3 w x functions; see 1 .
V. CONCLUSION
Motivated by a paper of Pawula and Rice we study a special case of a Ž . random linear difference equation 1 . The cases where the random Ž Ž .. w x variable X in 1 is beta-distributed have been widely studied 4 since i Ž closed forms can be easily derived even for non-linear difference equa-. tions .
Other cases of X distributions, like the one studied here, give rise very i rarely to a closed form for the density of the stationary case. However, one can notice that the logarithmic distribution used here is in fact the product of two special beta distributions. 
